
Putting it all Together: 
Paragraphs

M6 Writing for Specific Purposes



What is in a Paragraph?

● A group of organized sentences
● Has 3 parts:

○ Topic Sentence
○ Supporting Sentences
○ Concluding Sentence



Topic Sentences

● Identifies the main subject of the paragraph
● States the points that the writer wants to make about the 

subject
● Usually at beginning of paragraph

○ Often the first sentence
● Should not be too general or too specific



Topic Sentences
Too general: Studying overseas was deemed to be very difficult.

Too specific: Studying overseas was deemed to be very difficult for 63% of the people surveyed who 
cited a range of difficulties including homesickness, loneliness, difficulty making Australian friends, 
changes to diets, health problems, weight gain, and difficulties with money and jobs.

Good #1: Studying overseas was deemed to be very difficult in three main respects for 63% of the people 
surveyed.

Good #2: Studying overseas was deemed to be very difficult for 63% of the people surveyed due to the 
impacts of culture shock, financial concerns and health concerns. 



Creating a Topic Sentence
What would be a better topic sentence?

Too specific: The air pollution in China is a serious problem, with many large cities 
facing particulate matter of 199 micrograms; this can lead to numerous health 
issues like lung cancer, bronchitis, emphysema, and heart disease.

Too general: There is air pollution in China.

Good:____________________________________________________________



Creating a Topic Sentence
What would be a better topic sentence?

Too specific: The air pollution in China is a serious problem, with many large cities 
facing particulate matter of 199 micrograms; this can lead to numerous health 
issues like lung cancer, bronchitis, emphysema, and heart disease.

Too general: There is air pollution in China.

Good: The air pollution in China’s big cities is a serious problem that can cause 
health issues.



Find the Topic Sentence
Adventure tourism is a different way for tourists to see New Zealand. This type of 
tourism uses the plentiful natural resources - mountains, rivers, lakes, wilderness 
areas and historical sites to provide adventure, thrills and challenges which are 
low risk but high in excitement. For example, the coastal areas in New Zealand 
are great for canoeing and kayaking. White-water rafting is another popular water 
adventure tour. However, if you would rather keep your feet on the ground, New 
Zealand has over 100 developed walkways in addition to the tracks in the 12 
National Parks. Because more and more tourists are interested in learning about 
New Zealand by doing exciting and unusual activities, adventure tourism will 
continue to grow.
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Find the Topic Sentence
No matter how you slice it, there are only 24 hours in a day. To be successful at 
university, students need to learn good time-management skills. The first skill is 
not taking on more than you can handle. If you are a working part-time, have a 
family and are involved in a community organisation, then taking a full course-load 
at university will be too much. Another time management skill is reasonably 
estimating the time required to perform each of the tasks at hand. For example, 
deeply reading a chapter from a course text cannot be completed in between 
television programmes. Finally, actually doing what needs to be done seems 
obvious, but is a very difficult skill. You may find that cleaning out your wardrobe 
becomes vital when you are avoiding study. Procrastination is a time manager's 
enemy. By learning time management skills your university study will be 
successful and most importantly enjoyable.
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What is the best Topic Sentence?
______________________(topic sentence). Arriving in the land below the Rio 
Grande River, the Spanish conquistador Hernando Cortez was surprised to see 
the local inhabitants raising crops that included avocados, corn, garlic and nuts. 
Onions, tomatoes, chilli peppers and pumpkins were also grown in the rich soil. 
Irrigation systems were employed in some of the drier regions. The Aztec farmers 
also were skilful in creating terraced gardens to make the most of the rainfall and 
to minimise soil erosion. Evidence shows that they employed crop rotation as well 
as natural fertilisers to enhance the production of their farm products.

A) The Aztecs of Mexico were a nation of accomplished farmers.
B) Hernando Cortez discovered farming in Mexico.
C) Mexico is blessed with rich farmland and an abundance of food products.
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Supporting Sentences

● Support or explain the topic sentence
● Usually in the middle of the paragraph
● Should be more specific than the topic sentence



Find the Supporting Sentences
Adventure tourism is a different way for tourists to see New Zealand. This type of 
tourism uses the plentiful natural resources - mountains, rivers, lakes, wilderness 
areas and historical sites to provide adventure, thrills and challenges which are 
low risk but high in excitement. For example, the coastal areas in New Zealand 
are great for canoeing and kayaking. White-water rafting is another popular water 
adventure tour. However, if you would rather keep your feet on the ground, New 
Zealand has over 100 developed walkways in addition to the tracks in the 12 
National Parks. Because more and more tourists are interested in learning about 
New Zealand by doing exciting and unusual activities, adventure tourism will 
continue to grow.
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Find the Supporting Sentences
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deeply reading a chapter from a course text cannot be completed in between 
television programmes. Finally, actually doing what needs to be done seems 
obvious, but is a very difficult skill. You may find that cleaning out your wardrobe 
becomes vital when you are avoiding study. Procrastination is a time manager's 
enemy. By learning time management skills your university study will be 
successful and most importantly enjoyable.
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Practice!
Write Supporting Arguments for the following topic sentence.

There are many reasons why students panic during final exams.

Possible reasons are:

1. Not being prepared

2. Too much information to study

3._______________________________________________________________

4._______________________________________________________________



Practice!.....possible answers
● Wrong expectation of exam format

● Bad time management

● Too much material on the exam

● Not enough sleep

● Problems with anxiety

● Need to study for too many classes

● Exam is hard



Concluding Sentences

● Closes/ends the 
paragraph

● Does not include 
explanations that 
should go in 
supporting sentences 

Some words that can be used to 
indicate a concluding sentence:

● In conclusion
● Therefore
● As expressed
● Overall
● As a result
● Thus 
● Finally
● Lastly
● For this reason
● In general



Find the Concluding Sentence
Adventure tourism is a different way for tourists to see New Zealand. This type of 
tourism uses the plentiful natural resources - mountains, rivers, lakes, wilderness 
areas and historical sites to provide adventure, thrills and challenges which are 
low risk but high in excitement. For example, the coastal areas in New Zealand 
are great for canoeing and kayaking. White-water rafting is another popular water 
adventure tour. However, if you would rather keep your feet on the ground, New 
Zealand has over 100 developed walkways in addition to the tracks in the 12 
National Parks. Because more and more tourists are interested in learning about 
New Zealand by doing exciting and unusual activities, adventure tourism will 
continue to grow.
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Practice: Arranging a Paragraph
Rearrange the following sentences to create a correctly ordered paragraph.

1. Later on, people began to write on pieces of leather, which were rolled into scrolls.
2. In the earliest times, people carved or painted messages on rocks.
3. In the Middle Ages, heavy paper called parchment was used for writing and books
    were laboriously copied by hand.
4. With the invention of the printing press in the middle of the fifteenth century, the
   modern printing industry was born.
5. Some form of written communication has been used throughout the centuries,
   culminating in the creation of the modern printing industry.

Correct order: ________    ________    ________    ________    ________ 
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Before Writing: Outline
Topic sentence

A. Supporting sentence
1. Detail
2. Detail

B. Supporting sentence
1. Detail
2. Detail

C. Supporting sentence
1. Detail
2. Detail

Concluding sentence and final thought



Breaking it down
Eating at the Student Center

Eating in the Student Center is a pleasant experience. First the food is excellent. It is well prepared, it 
tastes delicious, and there are many different kinds of food like hamburgers, tacos, pizza, and chicken. 
Moreover, each person serves his or herself, selecting just what he or she wants. Second, the 
environment in the Student Center is positive. Many happy young people are talking and laughing. 
However, the atmosphere is still calm; it’s possible to study and do homework. Finally, there are many 
friendly people in the Student Center. Even the strangers say, “Hi!” and offer to share their tables. When 
that happens, practice in speaking English and friendship often follow. For these reasons, it is nice to go 
to the student center cafeteria once in a while to enjoy the eating, studying, and talking with new people. 



Breaking it down
Topic Sentence: Eating in the Student Center is a pleasant experience.

A. Food is excellent
1. well-prepared and delicious
2. many different foods (hamburgers,tacos,pizza and chicken) 
3. self-selection

B. Environment is positive
1. happy young people talking 
2. calm atmosphere for study

C. People are friendly
1. strangers say “Hi” and share tables 
2. conversation(practice in English)

Concluding Sentence: It is nice to go to the Student Center cafeteria once in a while to enjoy eating, 
studying and talking with new people. 



Breaking it down
My Job in an Apple Plant

Working in an apple plant was the worst job I ever had. First of all, the work was physically hard. For ten 
hours a night, I took cartons that rolled down a metal track and stacked them onto wooden stands in a 
tractor-trailer. Each carton contained twenty-five pounds of bottled apple juice, and they came down the 
track fast. The second bad feature of the job was the pay. I was getting the minimum wage at that time, 
$3.25 an hour. I had to work over sixty hours a week to get a decent take-home pay. Finally, I hated the 
working conditions. We were limited to two ten- minute breaks and an unpaid half hour for lunch. Most of 
my time was spent outside loading dock in the freezing cold. I was very lonely on the job because I had no 
interests in common with the other workers. I felt this isolation especially when the production line shut 
down for the night, and I spent two hours by myself cleaning the apple vats. The vats were an ugly place 
to be on a cold morning, and the job was a bitter one to have. 



Topic Sentence: Working in an apple plant is the worst job I ever had.

A. Work was physically hard
     1. Loading cartons onto wooden stands for ten hours a night
     2. Each carton was 25 pounds, and came down fast
B. The pay was bad
     1.  Only made minimum wage, which was $3.25/hour
     2. Had to work sixty hours for decent take-home pay
C. I hated the working conditions
     1. Two ten-minute breaks and an unpaid lunch
     2. Most of the work was outside in the cold
     3. Loneliness on job
          a. No interests in common with other workers
          b. I felt isolation when the production line shut down

Concluding Sentence:The vats were an ugly place to be on a cold morning, and the job was a bitter one to 
have. 


